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WEEK IN REVIEW
TECH SHARES SLIDE; CHEWY SOARS ON DEBUT
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All major stock indexes closed lower Friday 
after the Dow failed to defend a late 
comeback, with tech shares under pressure 
following lower guidance by chip giant 
Broadcom Inc.

The tech conglomerate cited the effects of 
the U.S.-China trade fight, while a round of 
disappointing Chinese economic data also 
weighed on sentiment.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA fell 
17.16 points, or 0.1%, to end at 26,089.61, 
while the S&P 500 index SPX declined 4.66 
points, or 0.2%, to 2,886.98. The tech-laden 
Nasdaq Composite Index COMP shed 40.47 
points, or 0.5%, to close at 7,796.66.

All indexes gained for a second week in a 
row with the Dow up 0.4%, the S&P 500 up 
0.5% and the Nasdaq adding 0.7%.
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Information included above as well as individual companies and/or securities mentioned should not be construed as investment advice, 
recommendation to buy or sell or an indication of trading intent on behalf of anyone associated with Park 10 Financial, LLC. Information 
contained in this newsletter is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

Fiscal and m onet ary st im ulus expect ed

Markets expect fresh stimulus measures to be 
put in place in the months ahead, with China 
expected to lead the way. Vice Premier Liu He 
hinted broadly this week that China has plenty 
of policy tools with which to deal with the 
challenges presented by the continuing trade 
conflict with the United States. Earlier this 

week, China announced that it will allow for 
the expanded issuance of local government 
debt in order to boost infrastructure 
investment. Elsewhere, markets are pricing in 
a nearly 87% chance of a rate cut at the 
Federal Open Market Committee meeting 
schedule for the end of July while officials 
from the European Central Bank and the Bank 
of Japan this week prepared the groundwork 
for slowing policy further. The stimulus 
expectations come amid mounting evidence 
that the global economy is running out of 
steam amid a slowdown in global trade 
stemming from the US?China trade standoff, 
and inflation remains stubbornly below central 
bank targets.

US sm all businesses rem ain conf ident ; not  
so for  big businesses

A survey released this week showed that small 
businesses in the United States remain quite 
confident, with the National Federation of 
Independent Business survey of business 
optimism rebounding sharply in May to 
near-record levels. But leaders of large 
businesses were less enthusiastic, with the 
Business Roundtable CEO Economic Outlook 
Index falling for a fifth straight quarter. While 
the overall index remains at healthy levels, all 
three components of the survey ?  hiring, 
sales and capital investment ?  declined. 
Uncertainty over US trade policy and softening 
global growth were cited as factors behind the 
erosion in sentiment.
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Trade break t hroughs not  expect ed at  G20 
m eet ing

In the lead-up to an expected meeting 
between Chinese President Xi Jinping and US 
President Donald Trump during the G20 
summit in Osaka, Japan at the end of this 
month, expectations of development toward a 
trade agreement are slight. It is a possible 
such a meeting may not even happen, which 
was acknowledged by Trump this week. The 
US president also said this week that if a 
meeting does not occur between the leaders 
of the world's two largest economies, his 
administration will immediately levy 25% 
tariffs on the remaining $300 billion in Chinese 
exports to the US. Meanwhile, China warned 
global tech giants that there will be 
consequences if they cooperate with the US 
ban against China's governing telecom 
equipment manufacturer, Huawei.

Hong Kong prot est s st rengt hen

Large scale protests representing far-reaching 
bands of society happened in Hong Kong this 
week as citizens took to the streets to oppose 
a proposed law that would allow certain 
criminal suspects to be extradited to mainland 
China. Protesters are fearful of an erosion of 
due process and the rule of law if the bill is 
passed. Hong Kong's chief executive, Carrie 
Lam, says the law is needed so that Hong 
Kong does not become an asylum for fugitives 
from the mainland.

Form er  London m ayor  leads f ir st  round 
ballot s

Former London Mayor Boris Johnson was the 
leading vote receiver in a field of 10 
candidates in the first round of voting as 
Conservative Party members of Parliament 
began the process of choosing a new leader to 
replace Theresa May. Three contenders to 
lead the party have so far been eliminated in a 
process that will settle the field down to two 
finalists. The wider Conservative Party 
membership will then vote to decide the issue. 
The winner of the contest is expected to be 
announced the week of July 22nd.

Oil t ankers st ruck  in Gulf  of  Om an

Two oil tankers were attacked in the Gulf of 
Oman on Thursday, just outside the Strait of 
Hormuz, the strategically vital chokepoint at 
the entrance to the Persian Gulf. Thursday's 
attacks follow four others in the region a 
month ago and have raised tensions between 
the US and Iran, who the US says is 
responsible for the strikes. Oil prices rose 4% 
Thursday morning in the outcome of the 
occurrence.
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Headliners

Germany auctions 10-year government bonds 
at a record low -0.24%.

EU finance ministers warn Italy to respect 
budget rules, say commitments must be 
honored.

US retail sales rose 0.5% in May, a sign of 
robust consumer spending.

Industrial production in China rose 5% in May, 
the slowest growth in more than 17 years.

Chewy Inc. CHWY shares surged 59% to 
$34.99 as they made their debut on the New 
York Stock Exchange. The stock was priced at 
$22 a share, above the initially targeted 
range of $17 to $19, due to strong demand.

Facebook Inc. FB shares rose 2.2% after The 
Wall Street Journal reported the social 
network is set to announce a partnership 
with more than a dozen companies to create 
a cryptocurrency called Libra. Partners 
include Visa Inc. V MasterCard Inc. MA PayPal 
Holdings Inc. PYPL and Uber Technologies 
Inc. UBER.
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THE WEEK AHEAD

The recently passed 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act brought with it the biggest tax 
reform in decades. Click to read more.                    

                                                                                            -Randall Fielder 
                                                              (713-955-3555, randall@park10financial.com)

TAX REFORM: BEFORE AND AFTER
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